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Axions refer to elementary particles that have long been known in quantum field theory, 1, 2 but have yet to be observed in nature. However, it has been recently understood that axions can emerge as collective electronic excitations in certain crystals, so-called axion insulators. 3 Despite being fully gapped to single-particle excitations in the bulk and at the surface, an axion insulator is characterized by an effective action, which includes a topological EB-term, where E and B are the electromagnetic fields inside the insulator, and  plays the role of the dynamical axion field. Physically, the average value of  is determined by the microscopic details of the band structure of the system, and gives rise to unusual magnetoelectric response properties such as quantum anomalous Hall conductivities [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , the quantized circular photo-galvanic 4,10,11 effect, and the chiral magnetic effect. 4, [12] [13] [14] The prospect of realizing an axion insulator has inspired much theoretical and experimental work. Only very recently, signatures of a dynamic axion field have been found on the surface of magnetically doped topological insulator thin films. [15] [16] [17] However, the axionic quasi-particle in these systems-the axionic polariton 3 -has so far eluded experimental detection. Alternatively, axion insulators have been predicted to arise in Weyl semimetals that are unstable towards the formation of a charge density wave (CDW). [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] In their parent state, Weyl semimetals are materials in which the low-energy electronic quasiparticles behave as chiral relativistic fermions without rest mass, known as Weyl fermions. [24] [25] [26] [27] The Weyl fermions exist at isolated crossing points of conductance and valence bands-so called Weyl nodes-and their energy can be approximated with a linear dispersion relation ( Fig. 1 (a) ). The Weyl nodes always occur in pairs of opposite "handedness" or chirality. At low energies and in the absence of interactions the chirality is a conserved quantum number, and the two chiral populations do not mix. Parallel electric and magnetic fields (E||B), however, enable a steady flow of quasiparticles between the left-and right-handed nodes. [28] [29] [30] [31] This induced breaking of the chiral symmetry is a macroscopic manifestation of a quantum 4 anomaly in relativistic field theory, giving rise to a positive longitudinal magneto-conductance in these systems. While the single-particle states in Weyl systems have been well studied experimentally, many-body interaction effects remain largely unexplored. By turning on significant interactions, a CDW can be induced in Weyl semimetals, which links the two Weyl nodes and gaps the Weyl fermions.
A CDW is the energetically preferred ground state of the strongly coupled electronphonon system in certain quasi-one-dimensional conductors at low temperatures. 32 It is characterized by a gap in the single-particle excitation spectrum and by a gapless collective mode, formed by electron-hole pairs. The density of the electrons and the position of the lattice atoms are periodically modulated with a period larger than the original lattice constant ( Fig. 1 (a)). The phase  of this condensate is of fundamental importance for experiments: its time derivative is related to the electric current density (jcdw ~ ) carried by the collective mode upon application of an electric field. 33 Due to its relation to the phase, this current-carrying collective mode is called the phason. In most cases, the wave vectors of the CDW are incommensurate with the lattice, and the CDW is pinned to impurities. Therefore, only upon applying a certain threshold electric field Eth (above which the electric force overcomes the pinning forces) the CDW is depinned and free to "slide" over the lattice, 34-36 thereby contributing to the electrical conduction. The resulting conduction behavior is strongly nonlinear and the electrical resistivity drops with increasing electric field.
In a Weyl semimetal, the CDW can couple electrons and holes with different chirality,
i.e. generates a complex mass in the Dirac equation, which mixes the two chiral populations of the system even in zero magnetic field. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] The resulting gapped state is the axion insulator and the phase of the CDW is identified as the axion field ( = ). The phason is the axionic mode of this system and its dynamics is therefore described by the topological EB-term. The pairing of electrons and holes of opposite chirality and the corresponding gapping of the Weyl cones induced by the CDW implies that the chiral anomaly is irrelevant for the single-particle magneto-electric transport in the axion insulator state. We find, however, that the axionic phason mode leads to a positive longitudinal contribution to the magnetoconductance. This connection can be understood through a calculation based on a phenomenological effective field theory for the electrical conductivity (Methods). Applying E||B to the Weyl-CDW system leads to an extra anomalous contribution from the chiral anomaly to the phason current, which can be identified as a signature of the axionic character of the CDW. Aligned E and B fields generate an additional collective chiral flow of charges with a rate that is proportional to EB. In the low-field regime, the calculation yields a positive magneto-conductance contribution of CDW,xx(B||) = c1 + c2aB|| + c3 (aB||) 2 in the axion insulator state, where c1, c2 and c3 are material-specific parameters, =
is the chiral anomaly coefficient and B|| denotes the component of B that is parallel to E. Note that, due to threshold voltage caused by the impurity pinning in real material systems, c1, c2 and c3, and therefore CDW,xx(B||), can in general depend on V (Methods). In the low field limit, where several Landau levels are ocupied, the conductance is given by the quadratic term, recovering the characteristic, chiral anomaly-induced, positive longitudinal magneto-conductance of a non-interacting Weyl semimetal. [37] [38] [39] In particular, in this limit we obtain a B||cos 2 ()-dependence of the magneto-conductance on the angle  between E and B. In the high field limit, the magneto-conductance behaves linearly with magnetic field; similar to the ultraquantum limit of a Weyl semimetal. 31 This is the fingerprint of the axion, allowing us to probe 6 the presence of the axionic phason mode through its effect on the electrical transport in a Weyl-CDW condensed matter system.
Recently, a positive magneto-conductance has been observed in the CDW phase of the predicted Weyl semimetal Y2Ir2O7, 40 because of a reduced de-pinning threshold voltage in longitudinal magnetic fields. However, the phason current was found to be independent of B.
To obtain evidence for the axionic phason, it is therefore desirable to go beyond these experiments.
For our study, we use the quasi-one dimensional material (TaSe4)2I (Extended Data Fig. 1 (a) ), which has recently been shown to be a Weyl semimetal 41 in its non-distorted structure ( Fig.1 (b) ). Its Fermi surface is entirely derived from Weyl cones with 24 pairs of Weyl nodes of opposite chirality close to the intrinsic Fermi level (within -10 meV < (E-EF) < We first characterized the single-particle transport at zero magnetic field (|B| = 0 T). Fig. 1 (c) (left axis) shows ( ) of the single particle state on a log-scale as a function of 10
meV). At temperatures below
For all samples investigated, we observe an increasing  with decreasing T, consistent with the -T-dependence of (TaSe4)2I reported in literature. 43, 44 The logarithmic derivative ( Fig. 1 (c To enable a direct comparison to the theory, we calculate the differential magneto-conductance may be understood by a transition to the quantum limit, or a B-dependent axial charge relaxation time at high magnetic fields. 39 We note that dI/dV(B) in our experiment depends on V (Extended Data Fig. 11 ). As explained above, we attribute this observation to the impurity pinning of the CDW in our sample. The associated pinning potential induced strongly nonohmic I-V characteristics, which are not included in our theoretical calculation.
To test the angular variation of the positive dI/dV(B), we perform V-I measurements at 80 K and fixed 9 T for various angles  (Fig. 4 (a) ) In accordance with the theoretical predictions for the axionic phason current, we find that the dI/dV() is described by a cos 2 
METHODS

Phenomenological theory of the MR in an axionic CDW system
In this work, we model the magneto-transport in a CDW-Weyl system (i.e. axion insulator) 19 using an effective field theory. For simplicity, we start with a quasi-one-dimensional Weyl semimetal with exactly two Weyl nodes. The realistic situation of (TaSe4)2I is much more complicated, but we here restrict to this simpler case. We assume that the Fermi surface consists of disconnected pockets surrounding these two Weyl nodes. Furthermore, we assume that the CDW ordering wave vector is commensurate with the Weyl node separation kq and use natural units. To simplify the discussion, we will neglect the effects of impurity pinning. We will then discuss the effects of impurity pinning by examining the modifications to the B=0 conductivity.
Effective field theory for the semi-classical limit, where many Landau levels are occupied.
Our strategy is to introduce an order parameter 
Here we have defined
with λ the electron-phonon coupling, and q the phonon energy at wavevector kq. Furthermore, To include the effects of damping, we follow Rice et al. 47 and add a phenomenological damping term to this equation. Since we are interested in the dynamics of the sliding mode above the de-22 pinning transition, we will not consider a phenomenological pinning term. Defining an effective damping rate Γ, we thus find 
We can solve this equation in the long-time limit to find the steady-state solution
Next, we look at the current density
carried by the CDW sliding mode, where A is the electromagnetic vector potential. Varying the action and restricting to position-independent configurations of ϕ, we find
Finally, combining Eq. 7 with Eq. 9, we find that
with the conductivity tensor given by
In particular, the magneto-conductivity is given by 
Note that there are two types of contributions in Eq. 12. The first term depends on the relative orientation of the electric and magnetic fields relative to the CDW wavevector, and originates from a mixing between the chiral anomaly (B-dependent) and conventional (B-independent) 23 contributions to the CDW dynamics in 7 and 9. The quadratic in B contribution to the magnetoconductivity, on the other hand, has a purely chiral-anomaly origin. Although it corresponds to current carried by the sliding mode, its origin is entirely due to the underlying Weyl semi-metal.
Hence, like in the Weyl semimetal, this contribution to the magneto-conductivity is independent of the Weyl separation (i.e. CDW ordering) vector.
Now note that in the idealized case when the unordered phase is a perfect Weyl semimetal N(0)
→ 0. In this case, the second term in Eq. 12 dominates over the first, and we recover the characteristic quadratic positive magneto-conductivity of a Weyl material. In particular, in this limit we also recover the characteristic cos 2 -dependence of the magnetoresistance on the angle between E and B. More generally, the quadratic term in Eq. 12 will dominate when
Hence, we expect a positive quadratic magneto-conductivity in this regime.
Microscopic argument for the quantum limit, where only the zeroth Landau level is occupied. To gain some intuition for how the sliding mode can influence the magnetoresistance in the quantum limit, let us take our Weyl-CDW, and apply a large magnetic field along the q direction. We take the magnitude of B to be large enough that only the zeroth Landau level is occupied when electron-phonon interactions are neglected. In this case, we have a truly quasi-one-dimensional system, with conserved momentum Q = k · q ; each state is largely degenerate, with degeneracy given by the total flux | |A/2π through the system n is the one-dimensional charge carrier density, and Γ is the phenomenological damping rate (phonon lifetime). Multiplying this by the number of channels we find in the quantum limit and for current and electric field aligned with the magnetic field (and therefore CDW) direction that
analogous to the magnetoresistance in the ultra-quantum limit of a Weyl semimetal.
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Comment on real material systems
Having justified the origin of the negative magnetoresistance in a simplified model, we now discuss how pinning effects will change the phenomenology. First, since CDWs are always pinned by impurities in real material systems, sliding only occurs upon reaching a certain threshold electric field, i.e. threshold voltage Vth. In addition, transport measurements always also involve single charge carriers, thermally exited above the Peierls gap E, which carry electrical current in parallel to the sliding CDW mode. Therefore, the B=0 electrical conductivity, i.e. electrical resistivity, will in general be non-ohmic and depend on the applied bias voltage V. Below the Peierls transition, the total electrical conductivity for a CDW system in zero magnetic field ( ,total ) is given by is given Bardeen's tunneling theory 45 :
Here, SP denotes the ohmic conductivity contribution of the thermally exited single charge carriers, is the threshold voltage and ,0 and 0 are V-independent parameters that usually depend on the temperature T. This is derived by assuming that pinning by impurities The impurity pinning in real materials, such as in our samples, has important consequences on the experimental detection of the axionic response of CDWs. As mentioned above, the zero field conductivity tensor will develop a nonlinear dependence on V. Additionally, the singleparticle current will always be measured in parallel to the sliding CDW in the experiments.
Putting these facts together, we see from Eq. 12 that the measured magneto-conductance
0) will become non-ohmic and will in general depend on V. Hence, also the amplitude of the characteristic cos 2 -dependence of the magneto-conductivity on the angle between E and B will become V-dependent.
(TaSe4)2I crystal structure and single-crystal growth (TaSe4)2I is a quasi-one dimensional material with a body-centered tetragonal lattice ( Fig. 1   (b) ). The Ta-atoms are surrounded by Se4 rectangles, and form chains aligned along the c-axis. 
Electrical Transport Measurements
All electrical transport measurements were performed in a temperature-variable cryostat (Quantum Design), equipped with a 9 T magnet. To avoid contact resistance effects, only fourterminal measurements were carried out. In order to reduce any possible heating effects during current-sweeps, the samples were covered in highly heat-conducting, but electrically insulating epoxy. 43 The temperature-dependent electrical resistivity curves were measured with standard low-frequency (f = 6 Hz) lock-in technique (Keithley SR 830), applying a current of 100 nA across a 100 M shunt resistor. The applied bias current I = 100 nA for these measurements was chosen such that the corresponding electric field E = IR/L does not exceed the threshold 27 field Eth > E, where L is the distance between the voltage probes. The determination of Eth will be explained later. The current bias-dependent transport properties were then measured on samples A, B and E, because their closely adjacent electrical contacts of L < 3 mm allowed for crossing the threshold field Eth with experimentally accessible currents (IR < 60 V) in our setup.
The current bias-dependent transport experiments were limited to temperature T ≥ 80 K. This is because Eth exponentially increases with decreasing T. Given the minimal contact resolution of > 0.5 mm in our bulk samples, no switching could be achieved in our samples below 80K, because the corresponding threshold voltages exceed the measurable voltage range (< 60 V).
The voltage-current characteristics were measured DC with a Keithley 6220 current source (10 14  output impedance) and a Keithley 2182A/E multimeter.
First principle calculations
For the ab-initio investigations we employ density-functional calculations (DFT) as implemented in the VASP package. 49 We use a plane wave basis set and the generalizedgradient approximation (GGA) as a description for the exchange-correlation potential. 50 As a second step we create Wannier functions from the DFT states using Wannier90 51 and extract the parameters for a tight-binding Hamiltonian to further analyze the band structure.
Estimate of the Fermi level position from the Hall measurements.
In order to estimate the Fermi level position in our samples, we have performed Hall measurements on sample D. Because the single-particle resistivity of all our samples is similar throughout the whole temperature-range, the Hall measurements is representative for the whole set of samples presented in this work. The device for the Hall measurements is shown in At 300, however, RH becomes non-linear in B at high fields, which is typical for semiconductors and insulators at elevated T, because both, electrons and holes become thermally activated across the gap. At low temperatures, the band closer to the Fermi level dominate. As discussed previously, even in such a one-dimensional material as (TaSe4)2I, the Hall effect is well defined, because to the first order in B, the Lorentz force does not depend on the transverse effective mass. 44 Recalling the standard expression for the low field Hall conductivity (single charge carrier approximation), we estimate the carrier concentration n = (dRH/dB) -1 (ed) -1 as function of T from the slope dRH/dB of the linear fits to the magnetic field-dependent RH. e is the elementary charge and d = 300 mm the height of sample D. As seen in (Fig. 3 (i) ), n decreases by orders of magnitude when decreasing T from 300 K to 125 K, consistent with the increasing longitudinal single particle resistivity (Extended Data Fig. 3 (b) ). At the CDW transition temperature TC a jump in n is observed, consistent with the opening of a single-particle gap. At 300 K, the estimated carrier concentration is n = (1.7 ± 0.1) × 10 For a band gap material, the carrier concentration is given by
, is the Boltzmann constant and ℎ denotes the Planck constant.
Transforming equation 17, we obtain the description for EF that only depends on T, m * and n:
The result of which as a function of T is shown in Extended Data Fig. 3 (j) . Within the error bar, the estimated EF is independent of temperature for T < TC, giving a mean value of EF = (129 ± 10) meV below the conduction band edge of the CDW gap. Comparing this number to the experimentally obtained CDW gap size of E = (159 ± 5) meV, we find that the Fermi level in our (TaSe4)2I samples is precisely in the middle of the CDW gap (EF = ½ E). As shown previously via DFT calculations and ARPES measurements, the CDW gap opens symmetrically around the crossing points of the initial electronic band structure. 42 Therefore, the Fermi level position is in the center of the initial Weyl cones.
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Excluding other intrinsic and extrinsic origins for the non-linear VI-curves.
The following analysis suggests that the non-linear V-I characteristics are not the result of local Joule heating nor a consequence of contact effects, but rather originate from an electrically driven intrinsic process in the (TaSe4)2I crystals, consistent with a sliding CDW. First, we exclude thermally driven switching due to Joule heating. Thermally driven switching corresponds to a local rise of the temperature in the (TaSe4)2I sample above Tc. Such a temperature-raise would be determined by the power dissipated in the sample and the electronic circuitry. In the worst-case scenario, all of the V-I Joule heating power is dissipated within the Here, we address the concern that the experimentally detected positive differential magnetoconductance dI/dV(B) in (TaSe4)2I could arise from an alternative origin than the axionic nature of the CDW. Several intrinsic and extrinsic origins of the positive dI/dV(B) in (TaSe4)2I can be excluded from the experimental observations and analysis: (i) Inhomogeneous current distribution caused by quenched disorder and the current jetting effect are ruled out. The elongated geometry of the samples, together with silver paint contacts for current injection, encasing the whole ends of the wires, provide a homogeneous current injection through the entire bulk of the samples. 30, 31 Theoretical simulations with similar sample geometries and even higher carrier mobility have shown 30 that magnetic fields much larger than 9 T are required for the onset of current jetting effects. To experimentally test for inhomogeneous current distribution in our wires, we use a special contact geometry on sample E (Extended Data Fig.   12 ). The voltage contacts on sample E were designed as point contacts, locally probing the voltage drop across two different edges of the sample. As in all other devices used in this study, the current injection contacts 1 and 6 cover the whole ends of the (TaSe4)2I crystal. We as well as the large temperatures at which the longitudinal dI/dV(B) occurs, show that neither quantum interference effects of the condensate nor of the single quasiparticle excitations play a significant role. And (iii), the independence of Vth on B (Fig. 3 (a) and (e)) excludes any possible effects from a reduction of Vth. 
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